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Fall Semester College Welcome
We welcomed students on August 21st using Zoom. Dean
Connolly provided a warm welcome followed by Success
Coach Becca Young with a helpful presentation highlighting
the tools, resources, and support for students at UNC. Then
Bears met with their program faculty in breakout rooms.

Watch the recording of our HSS Fall Welcome with
Q&A from President Feinstein and Provost Anderson.

Colorado Department of Higher
Education Seeking Input
To develop a thorough understanding of what Colorado’s
advisors want and need for professional development
experiences, they created a short survey to collect your
valuable perspectives. Please take a few moments of your
time to complete the survey here.
Questions or concerns can be addressed by reaching out directly to
Christina.Carrillo@dhe.state.co.us

HSS Resources
Help Sheets Available
The Student and Faculty Support Specialists created “Help
Sheets” to assist you this semester. We encourage you to
bookmark this link to quickly access the guides.

If you have any questions beyond the “HSS Help” worksheets, reach out
to HSS.StudentSuccess@unco.edu or find one of us:
CAND 0295 (Student Success Resource Center- Main Office)
CAND 1345 (Middle level directly across from the bathrooms)
ROSS 1264 (Next to the English Department)
Phone Contacts:
Main Line 351-3140
Diana Kelly 351-3541
Brooks Pardew 351-3542
Heidi Romero 351-3480

View the short tutorial on how to locate the “Help Sheets”

How to Set Up Bookings with Students
Bookings can help students schedule appointments with you—whether advising or office hours. You
can link your Bookings page in Canvas, on your syllabus, and your email signature: no more
emailing back and forth to coordinate a time!
Follow the 5 Big Steps for Set-Up:
1. Log on to Microsoft 365 online and search for Bookings App.
2. Create your “Business” page—you can upload your photo, change the colors, set your
name,
and update your office location.
3. Set your available hours: under Business Info or for each service
4. Create the “Services” students book (advising, class 101, etc.)
5. Hit publish and share in your email signature, on Canvas, and in your syllabus!
When a student Books a conversation with you, you both receive a confirmation email. Bookings
adds the appointment directly to your outlook calendar.
Email hss.studentsuccess@unco.edu for questions setting up your Bookings page.

Academic Misconduct Reporting
Faculty can report academic integrity violations on the Dean of Students website under "Share
a Concern", then scrolling down to Academic Misconduct.

Bookmark This Link To Report Academic Misconduct

Did you know...
The Student-Faculty Support Specialists can send student
communication out for your department or student club and track
metrics on the message: opens, clicks, and opt-outs.
Email HSS.StudentSuccess@unco.edu for assistance.

Faculty Happenings
Spirit Lands of the Eagle and Bear Now Available
Published by the University Press of Colorado. Pre-publication
orders started in early April and hard-copies began shipping on
June 19th. The book, Spirit Lands of the Eagle and Bear, is wellrepresented by UNC chapter authors, including Robert
Brunswig, Sally McBeth, David Diggs, and a UNC Anthropology
graduate, Christy Chady.

Talking tigers, dishing dragons
For Cineversary podcast episode #23, host Erik Martin treks to China
with Kenneth Chan, professor of English at the University of Northern
Colorado and a scholar of Asian cinema, to celebrate the 20th
anniversary of "Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon," directed by Ang Lee.
Learn More

UNC Faculty Land $1 Million Grant to Develop
Assessment Tool
The National Science Foundation awarded two University of
Northern Colorado faculty a $1.077 million grant to improve
teaching in college-level environmental science courses.
Learn More

Contesting the Global Order: The Radial Political
Economy of Perry Anderson and Immanuel Wallerstein
Dr. Gregory Williams, Assistant Professor of Political Science and
International Affairs publishes a book that examines how events in the
Cold War and post–Cold War periods shaped the intellectual projects of
Perry Anderson and Immanuel Wallerstein.
Learn More

SSRC Update

New Faculty and Staff Fall 2020

Paul Hawkins (Faculty - Criminal Justice and
Criminology)
I was born 1986 in central Pennsylvania, married in July 2011 to Courtney
who is a Certified Physicians Assistant, and we have two sons, ages 6
years and 6 months. I enjoy spending time with family, watching NBA
games, and playing PUBG mobile; sports or recreational interests(golf,
triking, hiking, and gardening)
I have a PhD in Criminology and Criminal Justice from Indiana University of Pennsylvania,
Indiana, Pa (2020) with a concentration in courtroom trial player decision-making, and a
specialization in survey design. My current work consists of studying script, forensic evidence
bias, need for cognition, and deviance among courtroom trial players. My future plans are to
enhance learning among criminology and criminal justice students; develop, test, and implement
effective strategies to improve performance and increase justice in the court system’

Caroline Wake (Faculty - World Languages and
Cultures)
Dr. Caroline Wake was born and grew up on the island of Oahu,
Hawaii. She currently lives with her husband Hisaaki (who
teaches Japanese at the US Air Force Academy) and her cat
Stella. In her free time, she loves to play with Stella, bake
madeleines, watch anime, and play online games.

Dr. Wake received her Ph.D. in Japanese in June 2020 from
Stanford University, her M.A. in Japanese also from Stanford University (2014), and her
B.A.s in Anthropology and Asian Studies from the University of California Berkeley (2008).
She initially studied Japanese archaeology as an undergraduate but changed her focus to
premodern Japanese literature in graduate school. Her research specialty is medieval Japanese
poetry and poetics, which she loves to read aloud and interpret. Her ambition is to one day teach
students at UNC how to read and appreciate classical Japanese poetry.

Maria Pettolina ( Faculty - Criminal Justice and
Criminology)
Dr. Maria C. Pettolina was born on the east coast and raised in
Philadelphia and relocated to Colorado ten years ago. Like most
Coloradans, she loves to spend time in the mountains hiking and
camping, no matter what the weather is.
Dr. Pettolina has over 10 years of forensic experience as a
Crime Scene Investigator and is currently contracted as a
forensic consultant for the State of Colorado and also works for
a national forensic training company. Her education includes a B.A. in Criminal Justice from
LaSalle University and a M.S. in Forensic Medicine from Philadelphia College of
Osteopathic Medicine and a D.M. in Management with a concentration in Higher
Education. Maria is also a first-gen college graduate. She has over 1200 hours of specialized
forensic training and has been introduced as an expert in numerous criminal trials in Crime
Scene Investigation and Chemical Processing of Evidence. She is a Certified Senior Crime
Scene Analyst through the International Association of Identification.

Jasmine Mitchell (Staff - Student Success
Resource Center)
Jasmine was born and raised in Colorado. She graduated
from the University of Colorado Boulder in 2018 with a B.A.
in Psychology and English and recently completed her
Master's degree in Higher Education at the University of
Denver. In her free time, she likes to hang out with her dog,
Oreo, roller skate, or play The Sims 4 on PC.
Jasmine will join UNC on September 28th as a Student
Success Coach and will primarily serve as an advisor for the
Criminology and Criminal Justice program's freshman and sophomore majors.
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